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NEW LONGBOARD COMPETITION FORMAT IGNITES A MOVEMENT

INTRODUCING THE 2018 RELIK™ MODERN + CLASSIC 
LONGBOARD WORLD TOUR

Venice, CA (May 9, 2018) — Following the success of its inaugural professional longboard surfing 
competition in Malibu last fall, Relik’s organizers—and its world-class competitors—are counting 
down the launch of its first event for 2018. �e Relik™ Modern + Classic Longboard World Tour 
commences at the iconic, perfectly shaped waves of First Point, Malibu. �e waiting period from June 
15 through 25 provides ample time to run the event during optimal conditions.

“�e goal for this new longboard tour is simple,” says Relik’s marketing and media director Devon 
Howard. “We want to celebrate the art and lifestyle of longboard surfing by gathering its best 
performers at the world’s best surf breaks. But for Relik, this tour is so much more than just another 
typical competitive surf sporting event. Each tour stop is ultimately about building community around 
the sub culture and lifestyle of longboard surfing.” 

Historically, professional longboard competitions have strictly adhered to a binary approach—focusing 
on either “Modern” or “Classic” longboard surfing formats. �e Relik Modern + Classic Longboard 
World Tour—presented by Untitled Arts—will be the first of its kind to host divisions for both styles 

within the same event. Relik’s structure is unique to surfing but shares similarities to other 
competitive sports like skiing that has multiple disciplines and divisions. Additionally, Relik built in 
equal prize purses for all divisions.

Relik’s Modern Division fosters an approach to longboard surfing known for its diverse and powerful 
range of maneuvers that blend high-performance attributes with some notables from the past. “Flow” 
is a term best used to describe a Modern Division rider that seamlessly pulls all of those elements 
together into one beautiful ride.  Modern board designs are lightweight and versatile, generally 
allowing them to be ridden on any size or shape of wave. 

�e Classic Division approach is more specialized, known for being ideal in under head high condi-
tions. Classic division riders use heavier board equipment that closely replicates traditional design 
characteristics of 1960’s era surfing, which lends itself to more stylish and cruisy maneuvers—like 
noseriding and drop knee turns. 

Relik also carved out qualifying spots for those ready to stack their footwork against the world’s best. 
Its Open Qualifier provided 16 surfers the opportunity to join Relik’s tour by way of video submis-
sions. A panel of professional surfers and judges viewed more than 200 entries from 17 countries 
before boiling the field down to the six men and six women for the Modern Division, and four 
surfers for the Classic. 

“Based on our first event’s beach buzz, and overwhelming positive feedback from the competitors and 
the local community, we felt as though we’d witnessed the birth of a new movement for surfing,” says 
Howard. “We’re excited that our Relik Modern + Classic Longboard World Tour will have the oppor-
tunity to both inspire and build a sense of community through celebrating all aspects of men’s and 
women’s longboarding.” 

Relik’s stop number two is confirmed for surfing’s premiere performance wave: Lower Trestles. 
Located in Southern California’s idyllic San Onofre State Park, its waiting period runs from 
September 8 through 18. 

For more info please see www.surfrelik.com or email connect@surfrelik.com
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within the same event. Relik’s structure is unique to surfing but shares similarities to other 
competitive sports like skiing that has multiple disciplines and divisions. Additionally, Relik built in 
equal prize purses for all divisions.

Relik’s Modern Division fosters an approach to longboard surfing known for its diverse and powerful 
range of maneuvers that blend high-performance attributes with some notables from the past. “Flow” 
is a term best used to describe a Modern Division rider that seamlessly pulls all of those elements 
together into one beautiful ride.  Modern board designs are lightweight and versatile, generally 
allowing them to be ridden on any size or shape of wave. 

�e Classic Division approach is more specialized, known for being ideal in under head high condi-
tions. Classic division riders use heavier board equipment that closely replicates traditional design 
characteristics of 1960’s era surfing, which lends itself to more stylish and cruisy maneuvers—like 
noseriding and drop knee turns. 

Relik also carved out qualifying spots for those ready to stack their footwork against the world’s best. 
Its Open Qualifier provided 16 surfers the opportunity to join Relik’s tour by way of video submis-
sions. A panel of professional surfers and judges viewed more than 200 entries from 17 countries 
before boiling the field down to the six men and six women for the Modern Division, and four 
surfers for the Classic. 

“Based on our first event’s beach buzz, and overwhelming positive feedback from the competitors and 
the local community, we felt as though we’d witnessed the birth of a new movement for surfing,” says 
Howard. “We’re excited that our Relik Modern + Classic Longboard World Tour will have the oppor-
tunity to both inspire and build a sense of community through celebrating all aspects of men’s and 
women’s longboarding.” 

Relik’s stop number two is confirmed for surfing’s premiere performance wave: Lower Trestles. 
Located in Southern California’s idyllic San Onofre State Park, its waiting period runs from 
September 8 through 18. 

For more info please see www.surfrelik.com or email connect@surfrelik.com

+ June 15-25, First Point, Malibu, CA 

+ September 8-18, Lower Trestles, San Clemente, CA

ABOUT
Born from lives lived in coastal communities around the globe, Relik™ is a world-class, competition 
platform celebrating all disciplines of longboard surfing by weaving an artistic thread that harmo-
niously blends its “modern" and “classic” sensibilities. 
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WOMEN’S MODERN

- Karina Rozunko (USA)
- Honolua Blomfield (HAW)
- Chloe Calmon (BRA)
- Tory Gilkerson (USA)
- Soleil Errico (USA)
- Rachael Tilly (USA)
- Alice Lemoigne (FRA)
- Kathryn Hughes (AUS)
- Crystal Walsh (HAW)
- Hiroka Yoshikawa (JAP)
- Justine Mauvin (FRA)
- Victoria Vergara (FRA)

MEN’S MODERN

- Taylor Jenson (USA)
- Harley Ingleby (AUS)
- Ben Skinner (UK)
- Tony Silvagni (USA)
- Piccolo Clemente (BRA)
- Antoine Delpero (FRA)
- Steven Sawyer (SAF)
- Matthew Moir (SAF)
- Ned Snow (HAW)
- Rodrigo Sphaier (BRA)
- Cole Robbins (USA)
- Adam Griffiths (UK)

CLASSIC

- Tyler Warren (USA)
- Joe Rickabaugh (USA)
- Tommy Witt (USA)
- Justin Quintal (USA)
- Jared Mell (BALI)
- Josh Seemann (USA)
- Alex Knost (USA)
- Jack Lynch (AUS)
- Mick Rodgers (USA)
- Reilly Stone (USA)
- Andy Nieblas (USA)
- Brian Anderson (USA)

WOMEN’S MODERN

- Lindsay Steinreide (USA)
- Justine Dupont (FRA)
- Kirra Seale (HAW)
- Atalanta Batista (BRA)
- Jen Smith (USA)
- Natsumi Taoka (JAP)

MEN’S MODERN

- Jack Entwistle (AUS)
- Mike Stidham (USA)
- Nelson Ahina III (HAW)
- Phil Rajzman (BRA)
- Edouard Delpero (FRA)
- Kai Sallas (HAW)
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CLASSIC

- Corey Colapinto (USA)
- Harrison Roach (AUS)
- Yuta Sezutsu (JAP)
- Chad Marshall (USA)


